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Glasgow Anonymous 

 

1 

Where was it? He couldn’t have lost it.  

But he was losing everything. The guys last night all wrote their numbers on a leaflet, ‘The 

First Thirty Days’. A friendly yellow colour. That must have fallen out of his pocket too. 

Pity he didn’t lose the rolled-up copy of The Scottish Sun. It was still there, on top of the 

chest of drawers. He bought it to study the headlines, and it stuck out of his jacket on the bus 

home like an inconvenient erection.  

A friend said he might be able to get J work in the Glasgow office as a subeditor. J didn’t 

think he could do it. Not because it was The Sun—he had no right to be snobby—but the headlines 

were harder to write than they looked.  

It was a week since J had overdosed, but he still couldn’t think straight.  

 

Burr’s Boozy Spur: Great British Bake Off contestant Richard Burr has revealed he only agreed to 

apply for the hit show because he had a hangover 

 

Check everywhere again.  

A double bed took up most of the space in the room. There was a walk-in wardrobe on the 

left, full of Susan’s old clothes and Greg’s guitars, but all J’s clothes were on a drying frame in the 

space between the bed and the wardrobe. He only owned four days’ worth of shirts and underwear. 

He didn’t really use the drawers either, just piled books and papers on top, but he went through 

the chest anyway.  
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For the past two years, since he came back from Australia, he’d been living here, on the 

top floor of Susan and Greg’s family home. Their toddler Rosie was next door; Susan and Greg 

were directly below. But he couldn’t hide in here any longer, so he had to find the bus pass. 

Deep breath.  

He got down on his hands and knees, pressed his cheek to the carpet, and looked under 

the bed, where Susan kept Christmas stuff in plastic storage containers. He was scared he might 

find a forgotten pill, dropped by sausage fingers months ago, claimed by gravity as a libation while 

J floated up to the ceiling.  

It wasn’t just paranoia. A Clomethiazole appeared out of nowhere last Sunday, peeking 

out from behind one of the nightstand legs. For acute DTs, officially; J got a bottle of them over 

the internet before Christmas. They were the closest thing to a barbiturate available—and 

anything which killed Keith Moon must be worth a try. J took three the first time, on top of 

whatever else he’d been using that night. They made him feel like his eyeballs were 

haemorrhaging.  

He wasn’t even looking for pills last Sunday; didn’t want to find any. Clomethiazole: it 

sounded like an STD. 

Nothing under the bed. He stood up again. Rifled through everything on top of the chest. 

Picked up The Sun to look underneath; used his finger and thumb. He was scared of the topless 

woman on page three.  

Stupid. How could he have lost it? 

Page three. Laughable. Like being afraid to take a paracetamol, even though he’d had a 

headache for the last seven days.  

There was a blister pack of paracodol in the kitchen cupboard downstairs. They originally 

belonged to Susan’s mum. Her doctor advised her to use them for pain management when the 

cancer came back, but she didn’t like the ‘fuzzy’ feeling from the codeine. J used to borrow a 
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couple whenever he got a slight twinge, an errant pulse in his temple. The fuzzy feeling was a 

bonus. 

Now he gave the kitchen cupboard a wide berth, like it was a barking dog, and he made 

Susan put a child lock on the internet.  

 

Naughty stories shock co-stars: Plus-size Strictly contestant Alison Hammond makes her fellow 

contestants blush by blabbing about her love life 

 

He had a couple of mags—Paul Raymond shit in garish colours, with cartoony fonts and readers’ 

wives. But now he couldn’t even stand to have them in the same room, so he smuggled them out 

wrapped in a plastic bag to a bin in the next street—like he used to do with the empty bottles. Place 

them inside the bin carefully, so no one could hear the glass clink. Beyond retrieval, beyond any 

forensic reconstruction that might link them back to the scene of the crime. 

He was beginning to panic. The number nineteen was due in ten minutes. What was he 

going to do if he missed it?  

Susan called up the stairs. ‘Didn’t you want to get the bus?’ They must be able to hear him 

galumphing about between the windowsill, the bed and the door. Faster and faster, like a pinball. 

The AA definition of insanity: doing the same thing over and over again, but expecting a different 

outcome. 

Ding, ding. Bonus ball. 

 

Over the years, he’d stayed in a lot of spare rooms, slept on a lot of couches. And he used to think 

he could do it without leaving a trace. Disappear at meal times; come home when people had 

finished, when they’d gone to bed. Roll up his sleeping bag in the morning; stick it out of sight. 

But here the walls shook every time he got on his exercise bike. He hadn’t slept all this week, and 
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he couldn’t stay in bed, lying awake all night. But whenever he stepped onto the floor, he woke 

Susan in the room below. 

She was at the bedroom door now, vibrating with energy. ‘What’s happening?’  

J placed his hands against the sides of his head. ‘I can’t find it.’ 

‘What?’ 

‘The bus pass.’ He got the weekly version: sixteen pounds. It seemed like an enormous 

amount of money, now that he only had a hundred left in his account, and nothing coming in. He 

was too scared to sign on: he knew he wasn’t capable of looking for work, so he’d have to go 

through the trial-by-ordeal assessment for sickness benefit.  

‘We’re not giving you money,’ Susan said. ‘That’s where we draw the line.’ 

‘I haven’t asked you for any.’ 

‘You should be going to the DWP. It’s your right.’ 

He knew they’d reject the claim. Or maybe he’d get it backdated on appeal six months 

later. But he didn’t really believe he deserved it. So he was living off his Australian MasterCard, 

because that was the last time anyone had been stupid enough to offer him credit. But the 

exchange rate was terrible, and every transaction carried a conversion fee. It wouldn’t be long 

before he’d have to take cash out with the card, then convert the pounds back to dollars and 

transfer it back into his Australian account to make the minimum monthly payment. 

 

He’d been in this situation before. In 2012, when he came back to Glasgow, he’d been over twenty 

thousand Australian dollars in debt. He’d been living on the dole in Sydney after his last academic 

job ended, but it was only three hundred dollars a week, and he was spending that much going to 

brothels.  

That was the problem with a legal sex industry: they took MasterCard too. 
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In Australia, he still thought this was only a temporary blip. J was the first person in his 

family to go to university, and he’d pushed all the chips of his life onto that square of the roulette 

table. And he’d won, over and over again: prizes, grants, fellowships. He’d been a British 

Academy Postdoctoral Fellow, and a Melbourne University Sesquicentennial Fellow. He was 

bound to get another Very Important Job soon.  

Except he didn’t.  

He’d already quit drinking. What more did the world want from him? But he couldn’t 

break the losing streak, so he came back to Scotland, cancelled his Australian residence visa, and 

liquidated his university pension. That gave him enough to pay off the credit card, and finance 

another useless postgraduate degree in Glasgow, which might not make him more employable, 

but would help shore up his crumbling ego, because he’d definitely get a distinction. 

He didn’t get a distinction.  

Even after the degree, there still should have been plenty left over, but it all was all gone 

again. Not brothels this time: pills. He wasn’t stupid enough to give the internet pharmacies his 

permanent card details, so he bought prepaid Visa numbers at the local PayPoint. Seventy pounds 

a pop: a pill order on each.  

 

Prepaid cards for handouts: Troubled benefits claimants will receive their handouts on prepaid 

cards under Tory plans—so they do not blow the cash on booze and drugs 

 

If you averaged it out, each pill cost about two US dollars. They were cheaper if you bought more, 

but the problem was, the more J had, the faster he used them.  

Ideally, he wanted to keep enough in reserve to kill himself. When he woke up each 

morning and realised he was still alive, he consoled himself with that thought. It was something to 
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look forward to, if the day didn’t improve. But he wasn’t sure how many he’d need. His tolerance 

was pretty high—so, at least fifty. And he just couldn’t keep that many set aside. 

 A to Z: Ambien, Ativan, Clomethiazole, Etizolam, Klonopin, Mogadon, Temazepam, 

Valium, Xanax, Zopiclone. Central nervous system depressants: tranquillisers, downers. The 

technical term was ‘hypnotics’. And if you got the dose right—admittedly, a big if—they did put you 

into a sort of trance, a dissociative blackout.  

See that wee guy, all the way over there? He was completely fucked: there was no hope for 

him. But it was okay—it was all okay. He was forgiven, accepted. 

 

A week ago, he decided to try something new: a shitty bootleg version of ketamine from a legal-

high company. He had no idea of the correct dose, so he just took the whole packet. A couple of 

hours later, in the small hours, he woke Susan and Greg up by shouting his own name, over and 

over. He looked like he was having a stroke, so they called the paramedics.  

 

On the first night after Susan picked him up from the hospital, J lay awake and tried to review all 

the people he’d ever met. Family, friends, girlfriends, colleagues—sex workers: he summoned 

their faces, one-by-one, and then dismissed them, one-by-one. He didn’t love any of them; didn’t 

make a difference. If he died, it wouldn’t mean anything. 

There was a face he couldn’t quite place: maybe she was the one whose memory would 

justify his life. It was a soulful face, trembling on the verge of tears, framed by cropped grey hair.  

Just before dawn, he finally remembered who it was: Carol from the tv show, The Walking 

Dead. He didn’t even like The Walking Dead. No real narrative arc: just an endless descent into 

despair. One rock bottom after another, each worse than the last.  
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One memory didn’t fill him with shame. His first year in AA in Melbourne, when he’d been the 

group secretary. And not because of his brilliant insights. Because he’d turned up, held out his 

hand, given people his phone number. He didn’t even have a phone, so he had to buy one, and 

stab out the texts, one letter at a time.  

The best part about AA was listening to the people who arrived at the same time he did. 

Seeing them get better. But he drifted away when he moved to Sydney, and stopped going 

altogether in Glasgow. 

 

Now J wanted someone to take his shoelaces, belt, razor blades. Tell him when to get up and go to 

bed; when to eat. But the doctor offered him nothing. J wasn’t on the streets; didn’t have kids 

crying with hunger. It was the same the first time he tried to stop drinking, back in 2006. He was 

in Glasgow then too, and he made the mistake of turning up sober for the interview at the crisis 

centre in Maryhill.  

Low priority.  

J didn’t blame the NHS. He’d make the same decision, based on the available resources, 

which were non-existent. The whole country was tightening its belt—and J had literally been doing 

that, because the weight had been falling off him these last few months. He looked like an empty 

wineskin, stretched and sagging. 

 

£3 pills to stop boozing: Docs will prescribe cure 

 

What did he want from the NHS anyway? More pills? He’d already gone through the whole, ‘I 

need to reduce the dose slowly,’ routine the first time Greg and Susan caught him. That was last 

Christmas, and he denied it for a day or two, but he kept falling over, and he couldn’t speak 

properly.  
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Even stepping down over a month had felt like a controlled crash-dive. Oxygen masks 

dropping down, luggage spilling out of the overhead lockers, everyone screaming. But the rubber 

did hit the tarmac, eventually. A squeal and a bounce, and he was clean—for a couple of weeks. 

 This time he had no choice: just stop everything. 

 

‘If you’re going to behave like a child,’ Susan said, after she picked him up from the hospital a 

week ago, ‘I’m going to have to treat you like one.’ And he had no comeback for that, but in fact, 

he was still an adult. So he had to get up, whether he slept or not, shiver his way to the shower, 

scrape his face bloody with a Bic, put on clean clothes. Act as if his life still mattered. 

It wasn’t a crash-dive any more. The plane had already fallen apart, somewhere over the 

ocean—and the pills had been like sinking down underwater, accepting his fate. It was dark down 

there, you couldn’t see or hear anyone else; it was comforting too, with everything muffled and 

distant. But now he’d kicked back up to the surface, where the sea was on fire with flaming 

wreckage, and there were ten-foot waves breaking. He was sucking down great gulps of air, 

choking and coughing. And all he could manage was a doggy paddle. But he had to keep kicking. 

Because he wasn’t alone. There were other people, bobbing in the water, struggling.  

Crying out for help. 

 

J first met Susan and Greg in 1990, when he began studying at the University of Glasgow. They all 

went to West Glasgow New Church, which met in a borrowed school hall. Susan was two years 

ahead of J at uni. She studied English: got the highest first in her year, and trained to be an RE 

teacher. She scrimped and saved and bought her own apartment in Whiteinch; then scrimped and 

saved some more so she and Greg could buy this house in Knightswood. She didn’t like to use her 

credit card: always paid it off in full at the end of the month.  
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The day after Susan picked J up from hospital, she tidied up the office next to his room. 

Stacks of old paperwork: the perfect moment to clear it all out. Then she lost her voice. 

Psychosomatic.  

J knew all about that: the withdrawal was psychosomatic too. 

 

Dear Deirdre, our son is destroying himself with his drinking. We are worried out of our minds 

 

Last Sunday, after he’d been sitting round the house for two days, J knew he couldn’t put it off any 

longer: he had to get to an AA meeting.  

Greg and Susan were sitting at the kitchen table. She was staring down at the wipe-down 

tablecloth; Greg had his arm round her, sitting between her and J, who was standing two steps 

away. He didn’t dare come closer. 

Susan still couldn’t speak. ‘I can’t take you,’ she croaked, without looking at him. ‘I just 

can’t.’ 

‘What’s wrong, mummy?’ Rosie asked from her booster seat on the other side of the table. 

I’m wrong.  

J didn’t normally pay much attention to Rosie, but that morning he’d played Dotty 

Dinosaurs with her. He lost one game, won the other.  

‘I can get there myself,’ he said to Susan. ‘It’s not far. I can walk.’  

 

What is your body trying to tell you?: How everyday aches and pains can be clue to more serious 

problems 

 

J’s legs were made of rubber, and he still needed to pee every fifteen minutes—a fight-or-flight 

reflex: his body thought a sabre-toothed tiger was chasing it. J couldn’t manage either fight or 
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flight—but he could fucking well put one foot in front of the other. Give everyone a break from 

having him constantly there, sucking the air out of the room. 

On the walk home, the world seemed alive for the first time in months, bursting with 

firework swirls of sound and colour, every footfall accompanied by a synaesthetic prickle. Later 

on, he wondered if that was just the aftereffects of the shit ketamine he’d overdosed on. He didn’t 

know how long the half-life was, so the Sunday afterglow was probably what he’d been aiming for 

three days before, but overshot by a factor of ten. 

‘It’s an anaesthetic, a tranquilliser,’ he said to Susan later. 

‘You didn’t look very tranquil. More like something out The Exorcist.’ 

 It must have been very frightening. ‘I’m sorry,’ he said, because what else could he say? 

‘Don’t be sorry,’ Greg replied. He sometimes seemed distracted, adjusting a crick in his 

jaw or shoulders. But his eyes bored into J when he said, ‘Just don’t do it again.’  

 

J had been to a meeting every day since Sunday. That was why he’d bought the bus pass. An act of 

commitment—an act of faith. But today’s was in Whiteinch, too far to walk, and now he’d missed 

the nineteen.  

Susan and Greg and Rosie were getting ready to go away for the weekend—a break they 

booked months ago. ‘I’m worried about leaving you alone,’ Susan said. 

‘I’ll be fine. I’ll see you when you get back.’ 

‘We’ll give you ten pounds for a taxi.’ J didn’t feel able to refuse.  

He’d lost the leaflet, but he could get more phone numbers at Whiteinch, and he was in 

touch with Peter, his old sponsor, who lived in Berlin now. They hadn’t spoken for three years, 

but when J sent him a message on Facebook, Peter replied immediately, as J knew he would. It 

was like sending up the Bat-signal. 
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In the Melbourne meetings, Peter sometimes had a lick of hair sticking up at the back of his head, 

as if he’d just rolled out of bed, but J knew he came straight from his temp job. The scuffed black 

shoes with no socks were a compromise with the office environment. 

‘I do this because it helps keep me sober,’ Peter said, one time when they were reading the 

AA book together, and J had almost been offended. You mean this isn’t about how interesting and 

profound my problems are?  

It wasn’t about Peter either. He’d been to art school, which was why J had chosen him as a 

sponsor, but Peter picked his sponsor by walking up to the only person who was standing alone 

outside the first meeting he went to. ‘Can you help me—please?’ 

‘Yes, I can help you.’  

 

It’s the first drink that does the damage. One drink is too many, and a thousand never enough. Let 

go and let God. 

 

At first, J thought the clichés were a punishment. Because he’d turned into a cliché—an alcoholic 

writer. So it was only fair that he now had to use clichés to describe this clichéd predicament. But 

it meant something different now. Because clichés were truths without an author. They didn’t 

belong to anyone: people passed them along a chain from hand to outstretched hand. Old coins, 

with the queen’s face rubbed away.  

‘You don’t owe me anything,’ Peter said to J in Melbourne. ‘Just pass it on to the next 

guy.’ 

 

With ten pounds in his pocket, J walked along to Anniesland Cross, and picked up a black cab 

from the rank outside the railway station. ‘Whiteinch Centre please.’  
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He thought the driver would take the same route as the nineteen bus: down Crow Road to 

Dumbarton Road, and then double back across. But he drove down a series of backstreets instead. 

It was already ten to six, but J tried to relax. It wasn’t even his money. 

 They taxi dropped him off at three minutes to, and J looked for the tell-tale huddle of guys 

smoking cigarettes, but he couldn’t see anyone. A few skinny trees outside; an entrance through a 

foyer with automatic glass doors. The huddled guys had definitely been here, because they’d left 

their spoor: the bin was crammed full of polystyrene cups.  

Just past the foyer, there was a series of partition noticeboards on the left, marking out a 

makeshift corridor, which led to a large hall at the back. J could hear the slam of bodies hitting 

cushioned mats from that direction, and there were kids in judo costumes milling around.  

J looked at the notices. Whiteinch Church of Scotland. Women’s Creative Writing. Senior 

Lunch Club. Kid’s Drumming. Whiteinch Knitting Club. MP’s and Councillors’ Surgeries. North 

West Men’s Mindfulness. ESOL Class for Women. Youth Employability. Whiteinch After School 

Care. Taekwon-Do.  

Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous, Cocaine Anonymous.  
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Quaker Meeting House: CA (Cocaine Anonymous), Recovery Meeting, Thursday 

 

 

 

Whiteinch Centre, CA, Carry This Message, Friday 
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Kingsway Court Health Centre: CA, The Way Out—Step Meeting, Monday (2014 location) 

 

 

 

St Colomba Gaelic Church: SLAA (Sex & Love Addicts Anonymous), Thursday Topic Meeting 
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2 

A first-floor room, thin horizontal windows: the faint chemical tang of carpet shampoo. But it still 

felt like a basement. 

A conference table, surrounded by chairs, with the group secretary at the head. Banners 

on the wall behind, one on each side, with the Twelve Steps and the Twelve Traditions. Smaller 

tables in the two far corners: the one near the banners had leaflets and books; the other, directly 

opposite the door, had instant coffee, teas, and hot water from the café downstairs in thermoses 

with pump-action lids.  

J had lived in borrowed and temporary rooms all his life, so he felt at home here. He 

introduced himself to the secretary. ‘I’m a few days sober. Just back from a relapse.’ He found it 

difficult not to blurt all this stuff out. Like he had several layers of skin missing, and the boundary 

between himself and the outside world was leaking. 

 ‘I was desperate to get here.’ J was gasping, as if he’d run all the way from Knightswood. 

‘I’m sorry. I can’t think.’ 

 

Despite the name, Cocaine Anonymous was for all mind-altering substances. When the meeting 

started, someone read from a laminated card: We are masters at combining and substituting one 

drug for another to get high. … Take away the drug of choice, substitute another, and eventually it 

becomes a problem drug.  

 J thought he’d invented the idea of using downers to get a night off drinking. And then 

combining them with alcohol to double the effect. But no. Every fucker did that. 

 

When people started sharing, J realised something: he wasn’t the only newcomer. Here he was, 

six days clean, and there were three people in this room with less time than him.  
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One of them couldn’t even speak properly—like J, last Christmas. The man said, ‘I don’t 

know what to do.’ Picking his way through the words like they were booby-trapped. ‘I just can’t 

stop.’ He kept his anorak zipped up. It had a flap down the front covering the buttons, so it looked 

like he was sealed into it.  

 There was a moment of silence before the next person shared. ‘I’m Debbie, and I’m an 

addict.’  

 J joined in the response. ‘Hi Debbie.’ Every face turned towards her. Tanned skin and gold 

hoops in her ears, which gave her a piratical air. 

 ‘I’ve been in every chair in this room. I’ve been in the speaker’s chair, and the secretary’s 

chair. I’ve been in Mark’s chair’—she indicated the man who’d just spoken. ‘And I wanna thank 

you Mark, for reminding us of an important truth. “Keep coming back,” we say, “whatever state 

you’re in. Whether your head’s in a good place or not, whether you’re clean or not.” But I’ve been 

here when I couldn’t stop, and people looked at me like I was shit on their shoe. Because we don’t 

like to be reminded where we came from; we’re scared of going back there. But I know where I 

came from, and I’m not ashamed of who I used to be.  

 ‘You are welcome here.’ 

 The words weren’t even for J—but they only worked because they were spoken in a 

crowded room. They had to pass through J to reach Mark. 

 

There was another reading at the end of the meeting: the ‘Promises’. A list of ways in which 

recovery could change your life. One of them was We will intuitively know how to handle 

situations which used to baffle us. J thought it should read We will intuitively know how to 

pronounce words which used to baffle us, because no one could say intuitively.  

 Stuart asked Mark to read the Promises, and it was painful, but nobody coughed or 

fidgeted. J understood. Stuart was saying, ‘These are for you. They belong to you.’ 
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In Melbourne, Peter had told J, ‘You hold out your hand to other newcomers. Even if you’re only a 

couple of days ahead, you can still show the way.’ 

Debbie and Stuart were already speaking to Mark, so J made his way across the room to a 

man who’d said, ‘I don’t even know how it happened. I started in the bookies, and I ended in a 

hotel room with a bag of gear and a hooker.’ 

 ‘Hey,’ J said to him, ‘I know just how you feel.’ 

He never saw this man again. Or Mark. But he left the meeting with another copy of ‘The 

First Thirty Days’ leaflet, with another list of names and numbers written on the front: Stuart, 

Nick, Davie P, Stephen, Neil. 
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St Simon’s RC Church: CA, Thursday Lunch Hour 

 

 

 

Radnor Park Parish Church: CA, Clydebank Tuesdays 
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Woodlands Methodist Church: CA, Woodlands Saturday 

 

 

 

Anderston Parish Church: CA, Big Book Study Group, Wednesday 
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J decided to save money by walking back to Crow Road and picking up the nineteen there. On 

Dumbarton Road, the streets were deserted, and it was like he was walking back through his past. 

The Centre wasn’t far from the Housing Association flat where Susan and Greg stayed in 2006, 

when the council was retiling the tenement roof above their permanent home. J went through 

withdrawal the first time here. Two in the morning on a bottom bunk, staring at the slats above, 

listening to the neds outside kicking their way home through the slush—along the same road he 

was walking now. 

Sesame Chinese Takeaway, West End Dance Boutique, Flaw ess Glamour, The Wet Nose: 

Dog Grooming.  

 

It was early October now. Not hot, but J’s shirt was clinging to his body. For the first couple of 

days after the overdose, he felt like he’d been poisoned. He could almost feel it moving through 

his black and swollen veins. When that wore off, the rattle from the benzos kicked in. Whenever 

he sat still, his muscles locked—his toes and fingers curled. He had to unclench his jaw to speak.  

He peeled his shirt away from his sides. Opened a button to slip his hand inside, and 

placed his palm into the slick hollow at the centre of his chest. Bupbupbupbup. 

 Disinhibition. Like when you’d been carrying a heavy rucksack, the straps biting into your 

shoulders, and you shrugged it off—suddenly you were walking on the moon. But this was the 

opposite. He’d been repressing every negative emotion for months, and now they were all rushing 

out at once—Pandora’s Box.  

 

When he went to see the doctor, he had the list of everything he’d been taking. When J ripped it 

out of his notebook, it exposed a different list underneath: all the things he was powerless over 
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that day. He didn’t notice the doctor could see it until he took the notebook back. Dotty 

Dinosaurs was on there, but the top three items were alcohol, drugs, sex.  

 

Dear Agnes, my boyfriend spends a fortune on sex chat lines but just laughed when I confronted 

him 

 

He could make a list for Australia too: Angelique, Bonnie, Chloe, Emily, Gabrielle, Jess, Karen, 

Katie, Luisa, Megan, Pennie, Sherry, Tiffany, Zoe.  

People weren’t drugs: they had lives apart from whatever unmemorable interactions they 

had with J. Angelique was a moonlighting nurse; Bonnie, a soldier, who did a shift at the brothel 

every time she stayed at the Sydney barracks. Chloe was a personal trainer; Jess worked as the 

receptionist before she changed roles—J saw her on Enmore Road with a pram once. Katie was 

studying medicine; Megan was completing a PhD in sociology. Zoe used to run a bookshop. 

 

J recognised the doctor. He used to be one of the elders at West Glasgow New Church, twenty 

years ago. He never smiled then either. But he wouldn’t remember J; wouldn’t make the 

connection. Church members didn’t become addicts. Or have sex.  

There was a medical student in to observe. When the doctor left to check something, J 

asked her how she was liking the placement. ‘It’s good,’ she said. ‘But I’m scared of Doctor 

Harrison.’  

‘Me too.’  

Now, as J clutched his chest in a concrete underpass beneath the Clydeside Expressway, 

he had to trust that Doctor Harrison had done his job. And so J wasn’t about to go into seizure; he 

wasn’t dying. He just had to find a way to stop listening to the noise of his own heartbeat, echoing 

inside his head. 
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Taxi drivers, doctors—university examiners. They weren’t all trying to fuck him over. He 

had to believe in something, so today he was going to believe in that. Tomorrow, he’d find 

something better. 

 

Back on Dumbarton Road, J was at the bottom of Thornwood Drive, a street of Victorian 

tenements where he shared a flat with Greg for a year after graduating from Glasgow uni. When 

he lived here, he worked as a security guard, and then a postman. But he didn’t think he could do 

that now; he could barely walk. And you needed a license to be a guard. 

William Hill, Tranquil Times: Beauty and Holistic Therapy, Chest Heart & Stroke 

Scotland.  

 

When J finally reached the bottom of Crow Road, his legs were shaking. The bus timetable said 

the nineteen wasn’t due for another forty minutes, so he made his way over to the drive-through 

McDonalds. Miles away from the West End nightclubs, but still full. Chattering teenagers, young 

mums with kids wriggling down the plastic chairs.  

J counted out coins in his hand. ‘Small fries please.’ Even that half-negated the point of 

walking from Whiteinch, but it was lonely outside. 

No one paid him any attention. Why would they? He’d been erasing himself for years: 

preparing himself for anonymity. When he’d had a salary, he bought stripy shirts from Paul Smith 

and pure cotton jackets from Marcs. But now he got identical multipacks of everything, so you 

couldn’t even tell when he changed clothes. 

He needed a haircut. His shoes were falling apart, with a hole in one of the soles. The 

pocket linings were gone from his coat, and the buttons had fallen off. He couldn’t close the front 

anyway, because he’d bought it years ago when he was thinner. He had the opposite problem with 

his trousers: he could only keep them up by strangling his waist with a belt. 
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He checked the unfamiliar phone in his pocket: no messages. Susan and Greg had a 

drawer full of old ones, so he’d replaced his shitty Australian Nokia, which had been the cheapest 

model available five years ago.  

In CA, one of the suggestions was to change your SIM card. This wasn’t a problem in AA: 

nobody called you from the off-licence or the pub to find out why you hadn’t been in lately. But the 

pharmacies had started phoning J. Men and women with Latin American accents, a hubbub in the 

background. J didn’t blame them: there was probably no other work available.  

 Susan gave him her mum’s old SIM. ‘We’ve both got plans, but there’s about sixty pounds 

left on it for pay as you go. It’s taken us months to get them to release the credit.’ 

 ‘I’ll use it to stay in touch with people in recovery. … And look for work.’ 

 ‘Mum would be happy it’s being used for that.’ 

The DWP would be delighted if you got job with an internet pharmacy. Or a brothel. Just 

as long as you stopped signing on. 

 

In the McDonald’s, J looked at the women with prams. In Melbourne, whenever he risked going 

to a pub, he wondered—will tonight be the night? But no one ever spoke to him—except for the 

other alcoholics. 

 Go away dude. You’re cramping my style. 

He took the replacement leaflet with the names out of his pocket. All men, to avoid 

confusion. 

 

Do not rush into love: Dear Frank, I am a young single mother of two children … 

 

Did J have sex with any addicts, in Australia? Everyone in the industry was on something—if you 

believed films and tv. But, like the alkies in the pubs, J had a nose for it, and he didn’t think so.  
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He used to see Sherry once every ten days. She did six shifts a week; she was saving up for 

the deposit on a house where her daughter could come and live with her. So she was always 

available, when J wanted to see her—apart from the time she went into a diabetic coma.  

‘I have to be careful, look after myself,’ she said, when she came back. ‘And I wasn’t doing 

that.’  

‘I would’ve visited you. Brought some flowers. … If I knew how to find you.’ 

 

Babysitter bedded my hubby ... while I went to a funeral. 

 

Sherry’s husband was a coke addict, who left her for an escort, so J’s theory was that Sherry 

wanted to prove she was still desirable by doing the same to other women’s husbands. Well, that 

and the money.  

One night she came up to the room with an elastic band wrapped round her wrist, 

attached to a Yale key. ‘What’s that for?’ J asked, twanging the band. ‘You don’t normally wear it.’ 

Sherry took a sip from her Jack and coke. She only had one or two per shift. J could taste it 

on her mouth, which he sort of liked, because it was the taste of temptation. ‘My locker,’ she said. 

She put the glass down and pulled her hair back into a ponytail. ‘Fuckin’ junkies.’ 

 

Addicts don’t make reliable co-workers. And if you’re running a reputable business … But 

reputable businesses pay their rent on time, and J lost contact with Sherry after he arrived one 

night to find an eviction notice pasted to the brothel door. 

She told him her surname for the hospital, but he didn’t want to write it down in front of 

her. Too stalkerish. And then he forgot it, but he didn’t have the excuse of withdrawal messing 

with his short-term memory then. Maybe he just didn’t care enough.  
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He remembered her real first name though: Edwina. Most of the other names on the list 

came after her. 

 

The clients were more likely to have drug problems. They were the ones bringing it in. 

 

The bus was due, so he left the McDonalds and went back out onto Crow Road. When the 

nineteen arrived, ten minutes late, it sighed and settled on its haunches to let him on. Then 

rattled its way north, spilling dirty yellow light. Someone got on or off at every stop.  

 

Back in the empty house at Knightswood, J sat in the dark watching an Australian film on tv: My 

Year Without Sex. Year? He should be so lucky. He could imagine the dating profile: drug addict, 

alcoholic—slept with forty-one prostitutes. But! … He did play Jesus in his primary-school play 

(second choice, but still).  

Maybe he didn’t need to put all that in the profile, but what would be the appropriate 

moment to mention it? Second date—third?  

Anyway, he didn’t have sex with all of them. And wasn’t porn worse? It was one thing, 

meeting someone face-to-face, and handing the money over. It was another, going to some free 

clip site where nobody got paid—and who knew if the woman gave her consent to upload in the 

first place?  

 

Because Sherry was diabetic, she had problems with her teeth, although you couldn’t tell. She had 

an extraction once. Afterwards, she had a dry socket, which meant the clot had disintegrated.  

She used to give J a blow job without a condom, no extra charge. He knew she shouldn’t be 

doing it with an open wound in her mouth—she shouldn’t even be working. He didn’t have any 

STDs, but that wasn’t the point. She couldn’t be sure.  
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‘I have to be careful, look after myself. And I wasn’t doing that.’  

A dry socket. J knew what that felt like. Years before, he’d had a couple of teeth pulled at 

Glasgow Dental Hospital. He didn’t have any money then either—but it was free, if you let a 

student do it. He spat blood on the pavement on the way out—felt like a man.  

 

‘Can I tell you something?’ Sherry said one night. She pulled her dress up over her head, and he 

buried his face in her stomach and breasts, so he couldn’t see or feel anything but her. ‘Do you 

mind?’ She ran her hands through his hair. ‘I think you are the most passionate person I’ve ever 

met.’ 

 But he wasn’t passionate. Just very, very hungry. 

 

He couldn’t stand much more of My Year Without Sex—or anything else on tv. Books, music. It 

was all too close, too overwhelming. But he couldn’t sleep either. He peeked out the window. 

Suburbia: a cul-de-sac with a car in front of every house; sometimes two.  

No sign of the police. He was waiting for them to come and arrest him. Slap the cuffs on 

and take him out to the car, with the blue light playing over his vampire skin. Like the light in the 

library toilets, to stop you finding a vein.  

If they were going to come, better while everyone was away. 

He hadn’t even taken anything illegal—and no hookers since he came back to Glasgow. So 

there was only obtaining scheduled medication without a prescription—and even then, it 

depended what you meant by ‘prescription’. He had a whole sheaf of them in the top-left drawer 

by the bed: all rubber-stamped by an illegible somebody in Panama—or Romania, or Swindon. 

Possibly the same somebody. Invisible and omnipresent, like Dr Mabuse.  
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J kept the sheaf to show to the police, because they must be coming soon. They’d get him 

on something: they knew what a piece of shit he was. And they’d bring a list of everything he’d 

ever watched on Pornhub—or Xhamster, or Youporn. Then it would all be on the news. 

He wasn’t going to sit here waiting; he wasn’t going to just let things happen.  

‘The First Thirty Days’. Stuart, Nick, Davie P, Stephen, Neil. If he got no answer from the 

first name on the list, he’d keep going until someone picked up. 

 

‘Isn’t it amazing?’ Susan said, a few days ago. ‘These places, all over Glasgow; people trying to 

help each other. And we don’t even notice them; we don’t even know they’re there.’ 

‘Yes,’ J said. ‘It is amazing.’  

 

The morning after he went to the Whiteinch CA meeting, J bought a replacement bus pass—but 

this time for a month. Forty-five pounds. And he made a rota of CA and AA meetings he could get 

to each day. Several at the Whiteinch Centre. 

 

Weeks ago, before the overdose, back in another historical era, J and Susan and Greg all voted in 

the referendum for Scottish independence. Susan was from Wales; Greg and J were, 

coincidentally, both born in the same English county: Lancashire. But they all voted ‘Yes’. J felt 

he owed it to Glasgow, which was the place he came back to when he was in trouble. In 2006 and 

2012, that was mainly because Greg and Susan were here. ‘When you’re friends with someone,’ 

she said, ‘that’s not just for the good times. Not just when it’s convenient.’  

But they’d done enough; they couldn’t help J any more. Now he had to throw himself on 

the city’s mercy. 
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Note 

In the story, many of the names and some of the details have been changed to protect people’s 

identities. The first chapter was previously published in 2019 in issue 20 of Gutter magazine.  

I took all the photographs using a borrowed Nikon D90 in January 2020. The titles come 

from whatever meeting I attended (or currently attend) most frequently in the locations depicted, 

but in most cases the building in question hosts many such meetings, often from multiple 

fellowships (AA, NA, CA, etc.).  

 


